Aptis General – Listening Practice Test

Q1: A. The date
Q2: C. Sunday and Monday
Q3: C. A cake
Q4: A. 2.00 p.m.
Q5: B. Thursday
Q6: B. He was not funny.
Q7: A. The garden
Q8: B. The pool
Q9: A. Go out
Q10: A. 9.00 a.m.
Q11: C. Visiting a friend
Q12: C. An environmental charity
Q13: A. A new road system
Q14:
Speaker A: preferred non-science school subjects.
Speaker B: now enjoys science.
Speaker C: finds science difficult to understand.
Speaker D: wants to study science.
Q15:
1. Both
2. Man
3. Both
4. Woman
Q16:
1. C: It does not represent the opinions of the whole community.
2. A: He is critical of the media’s reporting of the plan.
Q17:
1. A: The emotions he expressed appeared to be genuine.
2. C: The audience was puzzled by the speech
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